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A. Introduction
An accurate summary of the voluminous data acquired concerning
line identification and lifetime measurements in the xuv and soft x-rav
regions for a wide variety of both resonance transitions and forbidden
transitions in ions of astroph ysical interest dur 4 ng the period of
this grant is provided in the detailed list of publications supported
in part by this grant in Secticn C. We call particular attention to
a few papers among the many we have listed which have appeared in the
Astrophysical .Journal. Thew are of special relevance to specific
astrophysical data needs.
We also note the many experiments completed in areas related to
but somewhat outside the confines of the protect title. These areas
include: 1) the charg state dependence of innershell ionization
cross-sections for very highl y ionized beams incident on lighter
targets; 2) the measurement of the mean lives of metastable states of
few-electron ions; 3) the electron spectroscopy of autoionizing states
of highly ionized ions and associated Auger lifetimes; 4) t:;e discovery
of coherent electron density distribution oscillation in charge
transition excitation of the n 	 h ydrogen levels; S) the measurement
of the charge states of energetic ions ^,hile inside solid targets;
G) the measurement of production cross-sections for characteristic
x-ray production in the region connecting the adiabatic and sudden
collision regimes; 7) the measurement of directional anisotropies of
non-characteristic x-rays emitted in heavy ion collisi)ns; 8) electron
emission spectroscopy on optically inaccessible autoionizing states of
the alkali metals; 9) the measurement of differences in the production
2
of non-characteristic radiation in solids vs. gas targets; 10) study
of the forward peak of electrons accompanying projectile ions with
the same vector velocity subsequent to both ion-atom and ion-solid
collisions; 11) stud y of the breakdown of one-electron molecular
orbital transition models ir1 ion-atom collisions.
In Section B, many of the lifetime data concerning soft x-ray
and for uv transitions studied in our experiments appear in convenient
tabular form.
In Section D, a listing of resident and visiting scientists,
postdoctoral research associates, and graduate students (including
two who received Ph.D. degrees during the grant period) is provided.
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4B.	 SI-u,u11 •lry of Pr iIleipa1 I!-ansitions S tud Ieel
.rbb i k-1 iatn c 1 :r, tint, , r n , r of lilt 2p Lrvels of Li h1 a (tin.
I evcl	 At \1	 St XII	 S XI\	 ('1 \\	 I e WV
2p), P ,	 1.35 t 11.116°	 —	 ().92	 11114	 0.95 t 0.05	 11 ct	 (LO'b
t 1s'2pl • I • • , :	1.19 t 0.05°	 1.01 t 0.10	 0.77 t 0.04	 0.76 t 0.04	 t1 23S: O.OIh
I.12 1 0.1,
°\icasurrmcnt^ tirade rn l pp%ala. Sweden. IA collaboration of the l ) ppuda•1-unJ Icntresscc
(stoup; I
t'1leasuremcnt made rn herkeley•Supcthtlac, (A collaboration of the heuel"-Arizona - HNI -
Icnnc%%ce Uroups i
Table 2. Ilscdlator Stren gth% for the 2a-2p Principal KeNmance I ransrtronv in Li-tile Ions
Transition	 At XI	 Si X11	 S XI\ • 	('I X1'	 Fe \X I\
(N I S,, — 2p'P, , .	 ()11th	 _	 0.032	 0x128	 0.1118
OSI , S,	 2p , P, :	 41 0 7 t,	 0.074	 0.068	 0.057	 11.11•(7
Fractional error on i value entries are estimated to he the same as for the lifetimes in Table 1. (All
sv,r len^ihs love been measured to much birher accurao,.I
5.
l'ahle 3. RadlaiDe I.tfeumev(n%ccI of the n = 2 I. eve Isof Be-like Ions
I esrl	 41 \ Sr XI 1' X11 S 1111 ('I XI\"
j ' ' 2s 2p) ' P 1 0.18 1 0.03 0.17 ± 0.03 0.16	 1 0.03 0.15	 1 0.03
( I s' 2p' 1 ' D,	 1.03 t 0 05 11 0.76 t 0.04 — 0.69	 t 0.04 0.60	 t 0.06
(13'	 2p'1 I S,	 — — - 0.079t0.02 0.067t0.01
(Is'2s2p)'P	 0.1910.0)1, 0.19±0'.)[ 0.1Ht0.01 0.17	 10.01 0.16	 t0.01
'Mcasuremen:s	 made
	 in	 Uppsala,	 Sweden.	 (A	 collaboration of	 the	 Uppsula-Lund-Icnne%%ek,
Groups.[
Tahle 4.	 Osc ills tk-r SIF env Ib%for an= 0'1 tan sit tons (n = 71 in Be-hike Ions
f unsrtwn	 Al X S1 XI P XII S Xill ('1 XIV
(2s')'S-(2s2p1 1 1,	- 0.23 ('_1 0.19 0.17
(2s 2p) 'P - 2p' ' D	 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.091 0.088
(2s 2p1' P	 21+'	 ' S
	 - - - 0.057 0.059
(2s 2p ► 'P - 2p' 'P 0.105 0.094 0.085 0.076
I-ractwnal uncertainties on I value entries same as for lifetime entries of Table 3
^. i
1 ahle S. Hadutise LiIcnmes (nvc) of the n = 3 I evelsof N•-like Ions
I.evel	 Ni XVIII	 Cu XIX	 Hr XXV
Op ► ' I', ,
	 0.14	 : 0.01 (1.185 : 0.02 11.1 1
	
2 003
(3p ► 'P,,,
	 0.11	 10.01 0.085:0.01 0.06::0.(11
c3d1'D,,,	 0.0661 0.007 0.051 2 0.005 0.042:0.005
i 1dl ' P, :
	
- 0 054 1 00(%
All mcaturernent% made J: Brookhaven National L. K)wory. (A collaboration
of the HNL-Tenncswe ::roups.)
Table h. Oscillator Strengths for on =0 7 ranatttons 0=3) in Na-like lens
1rinsuion Ni XVI11 Cu XIX [it XXV
(3s)'S,r,
	 3p	 P,,, 0.11 0.16 0.072
130'S.,,	 -
 3p	 P,,, 0.24 026 0.17
(3 11) ' P ,r,	 - 3d ' D,,, 0.19 0.21 O.1 S
Aicurao of f value enines is estimmed to be at same level as h1cumc entree.
of Tible 5.
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Claw.-wrttt•d Ltttcs of Ur Inwmegatcd
N rvelcn,; lh 1.^,I t.u,sutrn
	 -	 --
	
Prrvont Rc.ult'
	
I diet,
3 ' S ,,, - 3 r Pu,	 224.0 t 0.2	 1 24 1')4
3 I S. / , - 3' P,,,	 184 6 s U. I	 IM) 593
",/l - 3 ' D,/,	 I bb.8 t (I.1	 166.726
TCotrey ted Inr lml and sccond order L)opp'er Fittect
'Rrfctcnce PMvtca Smilli 1.', 565 119781, actnt•
cmput.al cvttipolalton from rlteasuted %avelen):ths of ulna
NA-like ions
1 al,lc 8. Rjd,au,.• I dcltmes and ( ►s"illaa,r Strengths for Atlotvtd Jn = O Transition. in Stulttpl y (• harked Clik,nne Ions
Itln Navelrngth
lAl
Transition
Level 
„l upper
4 nscy l
\lulttplyt
OSi lllalnr $Item:.'"
Present	 fheury
CI X% 384.0 (20'Si/,
	
-	 I' ll: 0.76	 t .04 0.083 t .004 0.04104, 0.087 	 0 (18"415.6 (2x1' S,,,	 - (2p)' P,,, 0.95
	
t .US .
CL XIS' 277.9 (2s2p)' P,	 - (2p' 1' S o 0.067 t .010 0.058 t .009 0.052", 0.049e
458.4 (2s2p)' 1 1 ,	 - (2p' 1' D, 0.60	 t .06 0.088 t . O 13y 0.082 1', 0.078e
237.8 (20 1' S„ - (2s2p(' P, 0.15	 t .03 0.17	 t .03 0.22". 0.21 4 . 0.21'', 0.22f
286.1 (2s2p)'P.	 - (2p' )'P : 0.16
	
1 .011 0.076 1 .004 0.079°
CIX1I1 215.3 (2s2p')'D,,,	 - (2p',IP,,;
=72.4 12,2p'	 S ".	 -(2p')'P,,, O.USS 1.006 - -
419.5 1 ...'n')'P,,,	 (2p')' D,13 012	 1.01 - -209.9 (2s' 2p)' P,r, - (2s2p' Y S,,, 0.0801 t .008 0.029 1.003 0.026", 0.029c , 0.() '_be
205.5 (2s' 2p)' I',,,
	 - (20p')'Pi/r 0.058_.006 0.10	 1.01 0.137",0,14",0.14"
264.6 ('_s' 2p)' P,,,	 -- (2s2p' )' D,,, 0.33	 t .113 0.0 7 t .006 0.054".0.()54", 0.053e
224.6 42s2p' ► ' P,/,	 - 12p ') ' S ,1, 0.053	 .005 0.047 t .005 0.055", 0.052"
( • 1	 \11 197.5 (2s2p')'D,	 - (2p')'P,
197.6 (2s2p')'D, - (2p')'P, 0.035:.1104 - -
2U2.5 (2s2p')'D,
	 - (2p4) 2 P,
202.6 (2s2p')'D,	 -(2p' ► 'P.. 0,033 t .004
174 4 1 2s' 2p' )'P,	 - (2s2p')'S, 0.027 t .005 0.055 1 .010 0.077 b . 0.075e
223.' (2s' 2p' )'P,	 - (2s2p')'P„ 0.13	 t .01 0.058 1 .003 (1064",4.062'223.1 (2s'2p')'P,	 -(2s2p'YP,
262 4 (2<' 2p' PP,	 - (2s2p')'D,
0.32	 :.01 0.055:.003 O.OSS", 0.058'262.2 12s' 2p' 1'P,	 - (2s2p')'D,
271.2 12s2p')'D,	 -(2p')'D, 0.0511.005 - -
175.8 (2s' 2p' 1' 1),	 - (2%2p'1' P, 0.028 t .003
199,3 (2s' 2p' i t D,	 - (2s2p' )' D, 0.070 t .004 0.085 t .004 0.(185 1 , 0.145'
CI x 195.6 (2s2p' ) ' D ,,,	 - ( 2p ' ) ' P ,v, 0.026 t .005
192.1 (2s' 2p' Y f',,,	 - ( 2s2p' )'s,,, 0.040 1 .004 0 046 • WS 0.049", OAW 11"
166.1 (2s' 2p ' )'
 D ,1,	 - (2s2p )' P ,/: `
Ibb.6 42s' 2p' )' D t/ ,	 - (2s2p' ► ' P,,,	 f 0.022 t .005 - -
(1 XI 209.9 (2s' 2p' )' D,,, - ( 2s2p' )' D,,,
2094 (2x' 2p' Y D ,1,	 - 12,2r' )' D,,, 0,064 1 .06
242.7 (2s' 2p' )' S,,, 	 -	 2,2 p' 1' P,,, 0.18	 t .W 0 15	 t .015 0 1 41 ", 0.144'
ci x 215.7 ( 2s2p' )' P,	 - ( 2p' )' S^ 0.033 t .007 0.11	 1 .0? 0.133'
164.5 (2s' 2p' 1' 1):	 - (2%2p')' P, 0.024 t .005 0.10	 t .015 0.116", 0.120
205.4 (2s' 2p' )'P,	 - ( 2 s2p' )' P, 0 061 t .009
0 I 180.7 (2s12p' )'P,, , - (2s2p')'S,,, 0.0301 .006 O055 t.01 0063".0.07le
'Ref. 1 Y-K. Kern and J. P. Desclaua, Phvs. Rev. Len., 36, 139 (1976).
"Rel. 2 0. Stnanrq-lu. in Btarrr /i,d Sh,cnrsrnpv Irdued by S Bashkm;, SpnnFcr-%crI.n:. Uctln, 119761
' Ref. 3 14 I)anktvort .,nd L. Tretfm 1. !'hvt . 810, .'541 119771 and p rivate communication.
"Ref. 4 L. Armsttcm):, Jr.. N' R Ftcldcr, and D L. Lit,, Phpt. Rev . 1; a, 1 1 14 119701.
'Ref. 5 U. L Saltonmi. A. ti lvannva, and V K. Khantcnov'a. Theor- and I • Npt, Chem.- S, 325 (1464).
f Re(. 6 K. T. (lie n" and 11'. R lohnv„n, Ph%% Rev , 41 t, 1326 (1477).
8C. Publications
C.1. List of Publications on Research Accomplished under';aSA Support,
1974 to date (present grant period):
Books,'leneral Articles, Reviews:
"Ions," to be published in the McGraw-Hill Annual Yearbook of Science
and Technology, 1978, 1). Lapides, ed. , McGraw-Hill Book Co. , New
York (1978).
Structure and Collisions of ions and Atoms, I. A. Sellin, ed. (Springer
Verlag, Heidelberg, 1978).
01). cit., Chapter 6, "Extensions of Beam Foil Spectroscopy."
"Optical, X-ray, and Auger Beam Foil Studies," in Methods of Experirrentat
Physics, Vol. 14, P. Richard, ed. (Academic Press, New York), to be
published in 1979.
"The Violent Many-Electron Chemistry of Highly Charged Ions," in Physics
News - 1977, G. Present, ed. (American Institute of Physics, New York),
p. IS (1977).
Beam Foil Spectroscopy: Vol. 1, Atomic Structure and Lifetimes, Vol. 2,
Coilisicnal and Radiative Interactions, 1. A. Sellin and U. J. Pegs,
eds., Plenum Press, New fork (1976).
"Highly Ionized Ions," in Advances in Atomic and Molecular Physics,
Vol. 12, D. R. Bates and B. Bederson, eds., Academic Press, New fork
(1976), p. 215.
"Measurement of auger Lifetimes and Energy Levels by Projectile Electron
Spectroscopy," in ToDics in Current Phvsics, Vol I: Beam-Foil Snectrosconr',
S. Bashkin, ed., Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg(1976), Chap. 10, p. 265.
Articles in Major Journals and Proceedings:
"Z, Velocity , and Target-Material Dependence of Convo y Electrons frorn
Solids." Phys. Rev. Lett. 41, 712 (1978).
"Observation of Oscillatory (Interference?) Structure in the Forward
Peak from Fast-Projectile Electron Loss," Phys. Rev. Lett. 41, 399,
(1978).	 --
"Continuum Electron Capture Dependence on Projectile Z and Velocity,"
Z. Physik A 286, 233 (1978).
Velocitv, and Charge Dependence of Zero-Degree Electron 'Cusps' from
Charge Transfer to Continuum States of Bar. and Highly Ionized Projectiles,"
Phvs. Rev. Lett. 40, '1020 (1978).
Invited paper, "Electron 'Cusp' Spectroscopy of the Forward Peak in
Continuum Electron Capture and Loss in Gases and Solids," to be published
in the Proceedings of the International Conferonce on Fast Ion
Spectroscopy, Universitc de Lyon, by the Journal de Physique in 1979.
I
9"Oscillator Strength Determinations for An - 0 	 Transitions in Be-like
Ions of the Third Period Elements." to be published in the Proceedings
of the Fifth International Conference on Beam-Foil Spectroscopy.
Universit y de L yon, by the J ournzl de Phy sique in 19719.
"Coherent Flectron Density Distribution Oscillations in Electron
Capture by Fast Protons in He," to be published in --. Physik-Short Notes
(1973).
"Electron 'Cush' Spectroscopy of the Forward Peak in Continuum Electron
Capture and Loss in Biases and Solids," to he published in the Proceedings
of the International Conference on Fast Ion Spectroscopy, Universit y de
Lynn, by the Journal de Physique (1979).
"Electron Capture Collisions at keV Energies of Boron and Other
Multiply Charged Ions with Atoms and Molecules, 1: Ar, H 2 , and He,"
submitted to Phvs. Rev. 1.
"Dela yed Coincidence Auger Electron Lifetime Measurements," to be
published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Fast
Ion Spectroscopy, Universit y de Lyon, by the Journal de Physique
(19.'9).
"Orbital Angular Momentum State Coherence in Charge Transfer to the
n=2 Hydrogen Levels by Fast Protons in Cases," to be published i.i the
Proceedings of the International Workshop on Coherence and Correlation
in Atomic Collisions, Plenum Press, New York, 1979.
"A Systematic Study of the 2s 2 2pk
-2s2pk+1 -Zp k`2
 Transitions in Multiply-
Charged C1 Ions," to be published in the Proceedings of the Fifth
International Conference on Beam-Foil Spectroscopy, Universit y de
Lyon, by the Journal de Phy sique in 1979.
"Radiative Lifetimes of Highly Ionized and Foil-Excited A1," to be
published in the Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on
Beam-Foil S pectroscopy, Universit y
 de Lyon, by
 the Journal de Physique
in 1979.
"Observation of Mixed Parit y Electric Dipole Oscillations in Charge-
Transfer to the n	 Hydrogen Levels by Fast Protons in Cases,"
submitted to Phvs. Rev. Lett.
Invited Paper, "Electron (rapture to Continuum States," to be published
in the Proceedings of the Fifth Conference oil 	 of Small
Accelerators, North Texas State University, November 6-3, 1978, in the
February 1979 issue of IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science.
Invited Paper, "Failure of Single Electron Descriptions of "lolecular
Orbital Collision Processes," to be Published in the Proceedings of the
Fifth Conference oil 	 of Small Accelerators, North Texas
State University, November 6-8, 1978, in the February 1979 issue of IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science.
Invited Paper, "A Scanning Proton Microprohe for Trace Element Analysis,"
to be published in the Proceedings of the Fifth Conference on Application
of Small Accelerators, 'North Texas State Universitv, November 6-8, 1978,
in the February 1979 issue of IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science.
"Many -electron Transitions in Violent Encounters of Highly Ionized Ions
with Atoms and `lolecules," Comments oil 	 and !Molecular Physics 8, i/2
_'1 (197C).
10
"Observation of Quantum Beats in (,as-excited Lelium Projectiles,"
Zeitschrift fur Phvsik, A 283, 299 (1977).
"Radiative Lifetimes and Oscillator Strengths for Allowed Intra L-Shell
Transitions in Multiply-Charged Chlorine Tons," Phys. Rev. A 18, 1476
(1978).
"Radiative Lifetimes and Os^illator strengths for Allow d Transitions
in Li-like and Be-like Si#icon," Ph,s'-ca Sc.ripta 18, 18 (1978).
"Oscillator Strengths of the 2s 2 S 1 / 2 - 2p2P' 1/2 3/2 Transitions in Fe
XXIV and the 2s 2 1 Sp - 2s2p 3 P 1
 Transition in Fe XXIII," Phys. Rev.
A 18, 208 (1978).
"A Measurement of Oscillator Strengths for Solar XUV Flare Lines in Ni
XVIII," Astrophysical J. 224, 1056 (1978).
"Radiative Lifetimes of the Low-lying Levels of Na-like Copper," Phys.
Rev. A 16, 2003 (1977).
"Studies of Neon L-Shell Excitation by Impact of Highl y
 Ionized Heavy
Ions,"	 Physik A 283, 329 (1977).
"A Surve y of Problems in Beam-Foil Spectroscopy of Iron and Copper at
Enero 4.es from 16 to 110 Me%'," Nucl. Inst. and Nieth. 154, 169 (197S).
"An Experinental Surve y- of Electron Transfer in keV Collisions in
Multiply Charged Ions with Atomic Hydrogen," p. 126 in Ato mic
 Physic s 5
(Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on :\tom:c Physics,
Berkeley , California, July 1976) edited by R. Marrus, M. Prior and
H. Shugart, Plenum Press, New York, 1977.
"Many-Electron Aspects of Molecular Promotion * in Ion-Atom Collisions:
Production of Core-Excited States of Li in Li - He Collisions,"
submitted to Phys. Rev. A.
"Spin-dependent Excitation of Autoionizing States of Li Produced in Colli=ions
with Noble Gas Targets," in Proccedings,Tenth International Conference on the
Physics of EIectronic and ;.romic Collisions, M. Barat, J. Reinhardt, and
G. Watel, eds..(Commissariat a 1'Energic Atomique, Paris), p. 1013 (1977).
"Neon Characteristic X-ray Production in Neon-Neon Collisions as a Function
of Incident Projectile Charge State," in Proceedings, Tenth International
Conference on the Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions, M. Barlt,
J. Reinhardt, and G. Watel, cds. (Commissariat a 1'Enezgie Atomique, Paris),
p. 894 (1977;.
"Recoil Ion Spectroscopy in the XLR'-Sof t. X-ray Region F)llowing Heavy Ion
lrpact on Thin Gas Targets," in Proceedings, Tenth International Conference
on the Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions, M. Barat, J. Reinhardt,
and G. Watel, eds. (Commissariat a l'Enerb ie Atomique, Paris), p. 634 (1977).
"High Resolution Studies of Extensive Ne L-Shell Excitation by Energetic
Heavy Ion Impact," in Proceedings, Tenth International Conference on the
Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions, IM. Barat, J. Reinhardt, and
G. Watel, eds. (Commissariat a 1'Energie Atomique, Paris), p. 632 (1977).
I 
"Overcoming; the Doppler Limitation in beam-Foil Experiments by Target Ion
Spectroscopy," in Proceedings, Fourth Conference on Scientific and Industrial
Applications of Small Accelerators, J. L. Duggan and I. L. Morgan, eds.
(International Association of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Report 76
CH 1175-9 NPS, New York), p. 319 (1977).
"Intensity Modulations in the Deca y of the 3 2 P 1/2 Level in the Sodiumlike Ion,
Cu ll ." Phys. Rev. Lett. 3S, 1471 (1977).
"Oscillator Strengths for In-Shell (An = 0) Dipole 'ransi*.ions in Li- and
Be-like Sulfur," Phys. Rev. AIS, 1958 (1977).
"The Spitting and Oscillator Strengths for the 2s 2 `,-2p 2 P° Doublet in
Lithiumlike Sulfur," Astrophysical J. 214, 331 (1977).
"Production of Soft X-Ray Emitting Slow Multiply Charged Ions: Recoil Ion
Spectroscopy," Phys. Lett. 61A, 107 (1977).
"Projectil^ Charge-State Dependence in K-Shell Ionization of Neon, Silicon,
and Argon Gases by Lithium Projectiles," Physics Lett. 60A, 292 (1977).
"Charge Dependence of k X-Ra•r Production in Nearly Symmetric Collisions of
Highly Ionized S and C1 Tons *-.n Crises," Ph;, s. Rev. A14, 1997 (1976).
"Radiative Lifetimes and Transition Probabilities for Electric-d;pole
An = 0 Transitions in Highly Stripped Sulfur Ions," Phys. Rcv.A14, 1036 (1976).
"Dipole Oscillator Strengths for An = 0 Transitions in Highly Ionized Sulfur,"
Physics Lett. 5SA, 349 (1976).
"Strong Isotope Dependence of K-Vacancy Production in Slow Ne'-Ne
Collisions," Phys. Rev. Lett. 37, 984 (1976).
"Differences in the Production of Non-Characteristic Radiation in
Gaseous and Solid Targets," Phys. Rev. Lett. 36, 1574 (1976).
"An Experimental Survey of Electron Transfer in kelr Collisions in
Dtuitiply Charged Ions with Atomic Hydrogen." in Proceedings of the
Fifth International Conference on Atomic Physics, R. Marrus, M. H.
Prior, and 11. A. Shugart, eds., University of California, Berkeley,
California (1976), p. 126.
"Lifetimes and Transition Rates for Allowed Iii-Shell Transitions in
Highl y
 Stripped Sulfur," in Proceedings of the Fifth International
Coni.crence on Atomic Physics, R. Marrus, M. H. Prior, and H. A. Shugart,
eds., University of California, Berkeley, California (1976), p. 166.
"Polarization Measurements on the Non -Characteristic Radiation Emitted
from Collisions Between High Energy Aluminum Ions," Phys. Letters A56,
89 (1976).
"Applications of Beam-Foil Spectroscopy to Atomic Collisions in Solids,"
Nucl. Inst. and Meth. 132, 397 (1976).
12
"Differences in the ` uduction of !von-Characteristic Radiation in Solid
and Gas Targets," in Beam-Foil Snectroscopy: Heavy Ton Atomic Physics,
I. A. Sellin and D. J Pegg, eds., Plenum Press, New York (1976),
Vol. 2, p. 497.
"An g-alar Distribution Studies on Non-Characteristic X-Radiation," in
Beam-Foil Svectrosc_oyv: Heavv Ion Atomic Phvsics, I. A. Sellin and
D. J. Pegg, eds.. Plenum Press, New York (1976), Vol. 2, p. 497.
"Autoicniiing States in Highly Ionized 0, F, and Si," in Beam -Foil
SvectroscJPy: heavy Ion Atomic Phvsics, 1. A. Sellin and D. J. Pegg,
eds., Plenum Press, New York (1976), Vol. 1, p. 451.
"Autoioni:ing States in the Alkalis," in Beam-Foil Spectroscopy:
Heavv Ion Atomic Physics, I. A. Sellin and D. J. Pegg, eds., Plenum
Press, New .fork (1976), Vol. 1, p. 419.
"Extreme Ultraviolet Spectra of Highly Stripped Si Ions," in Beam-Foil
Svectroscopy: Heavv Ion Atomic Phr-sics, I. A. Sellin and D. J. Pegg,
eds., p lenum Press, New York (1976), Vol. 1, p. 321.
"Core-Excited Autoionizing States in the Alkalis," Phys. Re y . Al2,
1330 (1975).
"Autoioni.ing States Formed in Na' + Ne and Mg + + He Collisions at
70 keV," in Electronic and Atomic Collisions, J. S. Risle y and R.
Geballe, eds., University of Washington Press, Seattle, p. 869 (1975).
"Photon Energy Dependence of the Asymmetry of Non-Characteristic
X-Radiation in Si-A1 and Al-A1 Collisions," in Electronic and Atomic
Collisions, J. S. Risley and R. Geballe, eds., University of Itiashinbton
Press, Seattle, p. 312 (1975).
"Heliumlike 19F; 2 3 P 2 and 2 3 P O
 Lifetiimcs," Phys. Rev. All, 219S (1975).
"Symmetric Ion-Atom Collisions at M°diem EnergieL,:Non-Characteristic Radiation,"
Phys. Rev. All,	 468 (197S).
"Charge State Dependence of Si K X-Ra y
 Production in Solid and Gaseous Targets
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"Exponential Projectile Charge Dependence of Ar K and Ne X-Ray Production by
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"Exponential Projectile Charge Dependence of Ar K and Ne K X-Ray Production
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International Conference on the Physics of Electronic and
B. Cobic and M. Kurepa, editors, Graficko Preduzece Buducnost, Zrenjanin,
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"Metastable States of Highly Excited Heavy Ions." in A t omic Physics 3,
Plenum Press, London, p. 33 27 (1973).
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"Metastable Autoionizing States in Sodiuri-like Chlorine," Phys. Rev. Lett.
28, 1615 (1972).
"Metastable Autoionizing States of 1{ighly Excited Heavy Ions," Phys. Rev. Lett.
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"Observation of Coherently Excited Dipole Charge Distribution Oscillations in
Collision - Averaged Foil Excitation of the n=2 H Levels," Bull. Ain. Phys.
Soc. 13, 1527 (1973).
"Effective Charge State of Heavy Ions Penetrating Solids Deduced from Comparing
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"Projectile Structure Effects in Heavy-Ion-Induced K X -Rays: Projectile X-Rays,"
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 18. 1508 (1973).
"Projectile Structure Effects in Heavy-ion-Induced K X -Rats: Target X-Rays,"
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